Fly Like An Eagle

There is a very strong chance that if you click on it, this song will remain stuck in your head for the rest of the afternoon. But while time may keep on slipping into the future, Eagle Agency is available to Big "I" members right now.

Eagle Agency offers Big "I" member agents choice. There are two ways to write business through Eagle Agency: Eagle Agent and Eagle Express.

Features of Eagle Agency and Eagle Express:

- Agency maintains ownership of business
- Graduated commissions based on volume
- Possible carrier sub-appointment based on volume and profitability
- Access to products and services provided by your state and national Independent Insurance Agents and Brokers of America association

Appointments are subject to review and approval by Eagle Agency and the carrier. Carriers might not be available in every state or may have territorial limitations. Eagle appointment is not available in AL, GA, HI, LA, MI and OK.

To learn more about the Eagle program please contact Jodie Bacote at jodie.bacote@iiaba.net.